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Abstract
The presented Function Point Prognosis was performed three times: with 20, 39 and 78
application system counts, as the number of Function Point counts increased during the years
1998 - 2002. It was possible to show from error calculations that the regression formulae
delivered Function Points with 13 % error by only counting the EI’s and EO’s. Since AXA
fortunately has an almost uniform development environment with all application systems
being counted (both being prerequisites for this result) and thus knowing all the interfaces,
this Function Point Prognosis can be done before or at project start with marginal effort.
This Function Points are used for effort estimation with an estimation tool (Capers Jones’
Checkpoint for Windows, CKWIN). Since this tool allowed only to estimate and view single
projects or their comparison with other projects, templates or portfolios of projects within this
tool database, there was a lack of overview. Thus the here presented enhancement was
developed, showing the overview of the estimated projects for certain project categories like
e.g. new development, enhancement, maintenance, project post mortem, and templates, each
for different platforms like e.g. host, PC, C/S, etc. This is also a prerequisite for the
development of own templates and portfolios.

The Challenge of Early Estimation
Imagine, your project leaders deliver you a profound and well documented tool- and
measurement based estimation before the start of their projects. How high would you suggest
the economic benefit for your organization?
This vision became reality some years ago in the IT department of the AXA Service AG, the
non-insurance part of the AXA insurance in Cologne, Germany. Twice in the past years
project leaders came to me and asked the similar question: “I have to estimate a project for
portfolio decision. The project starts next year and I don’t know much about it. Can you help
me ?” Luckily I could, since I had developed our so called Function Point Prognosis and since
we fortunately have an almost uniform development environment with all application systems
being counted – both prerequisites to cut this gordic knot. As well as in alike other early
estimations we could do the estimation within half a day, documented in our estimation tool
and in a so called estimation log – a plain word document showing the suggestions we made
and about the way how we proceeded during the estimation. This Function Point Prognosis is
well accepted and often used since.
Project estimations are required as early as possible – not only from the contractors but also
from every project leader as well as from management. Because of the importance of early
estimation methods Meli and Santillo [Meli99] published a comparative overview of Function
Point estimation methods that shows a valuable collection of worldwide efforts in this
direction. Since Function Point counts are based on the requirements documentation, so-called
Function Point prognoses or approximations proved to be helpful in practice to aid early
estimations [Bund98b], [Bund99].
Our experience shows, that the necessary information for such approximations can be gained
very early, at the beginning of a project (or, in stable environments, even before that) in
discussions with the project leader. In a few cases we used this Function Point Prognosis
about a year before project start. Of course, we added large percentages for each error,
uncertainty, early estimation and risk [Eber04]. This additions can easily sum up to 100 % at
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this early stage of a project. This can be verified by the experience that failed projects often
costed more than twice the proposed price. Newspapers often headline such examples.

Getting started with measurements
This chapter describes the experiences made during the introduction and progress of an
estimation and measurement program inside our IT organization. About june 1995 the IT
department of the AXA Service AG in Cologne, Germany started a metrics program with
Function Point (FP) metrics, the introduction of a handbook for measurement and estimation,
and the evaluation of tools. Beginning of the following year the Function Point Workbench
and the estimation tool Checkpoint for Windows (CKWIN) were introduced and the base
counts of all application systems was started.
6 years later, in 2001 the IT department completed the total counts of all 78 application
systems (excluding Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) applications, e.g. SAP, Peoplesoft)
with a total of about 100,000 unadjusted Function Points (FPs). In 2002 productivity
measures were developed, and a baseline for annual productivity measurement was
completed. By 2003 the counted portfolio had increased to 98 application systems with about
150,000 unadjusted FPs. Also in 2003 a first version of a self developed metrics database was
implemented and since then effort, defects and FP’s were recorded every month for each
development, enhancement and maintenance task [Eber04].
Since 1995 more than 100 staff members were trained in FP counting and project estimation.
In each group of developers there is at least one FP and estimation “expert“. The competence
center that fostered the measurement program consisted of two persons. Since the end of
2004 regular reports about quality, effort and size are available – FP counting is a routine job
now.

Development Environment
The IT department of AXA Service AG includes about 500 IT professionals with
approximately 50 project leaders. In addition, there is an outsourced computing center with
about 250 staff members. The insurance branches deliver about 160 IT coordinators
supporting the IT projects.
IT development is mostly host-based with COBOL programming. There exist about 2,700
databases (1,600 CICS, 1,100 IMS), and 2,500 DB2 tables (1,600 production, 900
disposition), and about 7,800,000 transactions per day (5,600,000 CICS and 2,200,000 IMS).
PC projects use Optima++, a C++ shell, for programming and Internet programming is done
with Java [Eber04].
Projects develop mostly interactive database administration systems for e.g. car, health or life
insurance or claims management, within a very complex environment with centralized data
bases for e.g. insurance partners, cash systems, document management etc.
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IT Project Estimation Basics
The basic problems of estimation are shown in Fig. 1:

Estimation has to do with Uncertainty!

For estimation you need
informations about the object
of estimation!

Dangerously often
estimation is misunderstood as bargaining!

Fig. 1: The Basic Problems of Estimation [translated from Bund04a]
These problems are accompanied by the fact that empirical data are missing and that
estimation is done too early and seldom. Three important measures should always be
considered. First, the effort for measurement and estimation must be planned from the
beginning on as a project management task. Second, a method without tool support has only
little chances for survival. Third: size has to be measured before estimation. But estimate
what?
-

effort
duration
FTE’s
Costs
….

But on which basis?
Measurement is the heart of IT planning and the sound basis for professional estimations. It is
always important to do estimations in different ways: expert estimation and using estimation
conferences as well as other estimation methods [translated from Bund04a].

Expert Estimations
Expert estimations are usually performed in the following steps:
-

definition of project structure and deliverables as well as estimators (at least two
independent estimators)
definition of the conditions and restrictions of the estimation
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independent estimation of the effort for each task by the different estimators
comparison of their estimations and elaboration af a consensus
addition of add on’s for uncertainty and risks as well as for requirements creep. Before
project start this may add up for doubling the before elaborated consensus (each of the
three about 33% if a project is to run for a year, e.g.), a reason why projects often cost
more than double as much as expected.
Calculation of the total effort

Expert estimations often deliver lower estimations than experienced based estimations.
Reasons for this underestimations are that estimators overestimate productivity and that high
efforts are not appreciated by managers, customers and sales departments. Hence estimations
often are political, which is a great obstacle for the development of a fair estimation culture
[translated from Bund04a].

Political Estimations
A political estimation is any estimate provided with the prime objective to prove a guess or
judgment, while obscuring reality. Especially in large organizations there may be many
reasons for this, e.g., lust for power, human vanity and others. The following list presents
some associated problems [translated from Bund04a].
-

-

-

Estimation is often mistaken for bargaining. Missing historical data often result in the
dictation of unrealistic deadlines.
The size of the project is often obviously/consciously wrongly estimated (trimmed
estimations).
When cutbacks of the IT project occur (e.g. budgets or deadlines) the estimation is
often erroneously trimmed according to the cutbacks instead of by reducing the other
primary goals (quality, functionality, costs, time).
Voluntary unpaid overtime will be planned but not considered in the estimation.
Goal conflicts often arise from another irrational factor: human vanity. The desire for
success and acknowledgement often leads to “turf wars” in the IT project environment
to the end that project leaders must consider power politics in the environment of their
IT project.
There is a widespread prejudice that application systems, software and hardware cost
more in the host environment than in client/server (C/S) applications for software or
hardware. This leads to more bargaining in the C/S environment instead of estimations
and thus necessitates more effort to convince management that C/S environment costs
much the same as the host environment [Eber04].

A main cause for this underestimation is the fact that often a political estimation is done
instead of a realistic one. In reality, the effort of an IT project is often underestimated in order
to gain approval for the initiation and performance of this IT project. What a crazy world:
here the decision makers are not guided by the estimations, but the effort estimators are
guided by the criteria for decision making. The practical result is that the effort is not
estimated but is determined by bargaining.
Political estimations and project decisions not based on facts definitely ruin trust in a
company. Management and staff should thus avoid these obstacles in order to foster a good
estimation culture [translated from Bund04a].
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Estimation Conferences
Estimations can be done by different individuals and the average of their estimations can be
used. But there exists an approved alternative: an estimation conference. Several persons from
the project team (e.g., leaders of parts of the project) discuss together, how to estimate the
estimation object in view of the total IT project. This leads to an estimation that is accepted by
all involved persons, which is more objective than the above-mentioned average and hence
can be better defended against other opinions. The results may not differ very much, as we
found in some cases [Bund00a].
Another benefit of the estimation conference is that the involved estimators gain awareness of
the uncertainties and possible risks of the IT project. Furthermore they all get the same
information. An estimation conference is a team-building experience. An estimation
conference also promotes the estimation culture in an organization, since it helps to solve
acceptance problems by finding a consensus through discussions in a team. These benefits can
often be gained in only one estimation conference lasting not more than two hours [translated
from Bund04a]!

Controlling and Estimation
Estimation is the major tool of project controlling. When time elapses everything tends to get
off course. A controlled plan is necessary to prevent this deviation and to stay on due course.
Estimation is also the basis of the economic benefit of project, measured by cost benefit
analysis, Function Point Method and diverse estimation methods.
The classic business functions of controlling are:
- planning and definition of key figures
- collection of informations – in time, cumulated and problem adequate
- control
- controlling
In order to reach this goals controlling has to perform the following tasks:
- definition of planned effort for tasks of the project based on sound estimation and
planning
- continuous measurement of actual effort (collection of information)
- comparison of actual and planned effort (control)
- search for reasons of deviations and proposal of further project progress (controlling)
If this project management tasks are not performed professionally the project manger behaves
gross negligent.
The same holds for the project management task documentation. Especially the measurement
of project size as basis for estimation is a review of the functional requirements. And it is a
prerequisite for the management of requirements creep as well. The documentation is
important for quantification in order to understand the system to be developed. Basic
experiences can be gained from good documentation and can be filled from there into project
management manuals.
If it is not possible to measure functional size because of missing (existing, actual,
understandable) documentation or missing know how in the IT project then this is a sign that
the requirements analysis is not yet finished. Or it is an indicator showing that the IT project
has lost it’s overview (or is out of control) already at the start of the project. In this case the
project leader should better consider not to start the project [translated from Bund04a].
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The most important Themes of Estimation
The determining factors of estimations are shown in Fig. 2. It demonstrates obviously that the
constraints of estimation are the same variables which we are free to define and they all
contribute to the result of the estimation, besides the size.

Fig. 2: Determining Factors of Estimations [translated from Bund04a]
Fig. 3 summarizes the most important themes of estimation. Some of them which are relevant
for this paper have been mentioned above.

The most important Themes of Estimation
Object of Estimation
Time of Estimation
Accuracy of Estimation
Error Range of Estimation
Effort for Estimation
Estimataion Methods
Tracking of Estimations
Tools for Estimation
Parameters for Estimation
Estimation Honesty
Estimation Experience
Introduction of Estimation
Estimation Culture

!

Fig. 3: The most important Themes of Estimation [translated from Bund04a]
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Function Point Prognosis
FP counts are obligatory in the AXA Service AG, at least at the end of the requirements
analysis and at the project post mortem. Function Point Prognosis, – as described here –
instead of only FP count is mandatory during the feasibility study and at the start of a project.
The counts and their details are documented in a centrally administered Tool, the Function
Point Workbench. Function Point prognoses are only documented in a so called counting log,
a plain word document showing the suggestions we made about the number of EIs and EOs
and about the way how we proceeded during the estimation.
Throughout this chapter Function Points mean IFPUG 4.0 unadjusted FPs. AXA didn’t
adopt the IFPUG Rel. 4.1 and 4.2 since the old counts would have been not comparable then.
A decision for this progress makes more sense in the following years, if there are major
changes in the IFPUG standard and because FP’s are counted now in routine. Hence
actualizations of application counts and new developments can be counted according a newer
IFPUG release and the FP portfolio thus be renewed.

Function Point Database
To get access to historical data, we first used a project register database (Excel), which
showed detailed information (extracted from the Function Point Workbench) for each FP
count. Later this dtabase was transformed to a MS Access database and actually the metrics
database is designed new in order to develop it on an Oracle SQL platform. It contains the
quantity as well as the Function Points of EIs (External Inputs), EOs (External Outputs), EQs
(External Inquiries), ILFs (Internal Logical Files) and EIFs (External Interface Files) for each
complexity (low, average high) of these components and some additional information
(platform, VAF (Value Adjustment Factor), adjusted Function Points). When a project was
counted repeatedly only the most recent count is shown and older counts are kept in a history
table. There are sums of the quantity of EIs and EOs, of ILFs and EIFs, which were needed
for our research.
IO means throughout this chapter the sum of the number (quantities) of EI and EO of a
Functgion Point count. The data of the counts were always exported from the Function Point
Workbench in Excel format and then imported into the follow up application (first Excel,
later MS Access).
We started in 1997 with 20 application counts and a total of 26,575 FP’s [Bund98a], which
increased to 39 counts and a total of 77,865 FP’s a year later [Bund99]. A balanced scorecard
was introduced for the department leaders, combining their success in counting all of their
application systems with 20% of their financial bonus. This was essential management
support for the success of our metrics program. In 2001 we had counted 78 application
systems with more than 100,000 FP’s and 2003 all 98 application systems (except technical
applications and except SAP and other COTS application systems (COTS = Commercial offthe-shelf)) with a total of more than 150,000 FP’s.
We collect the informations about interfaces and parts of the project together with the
Competence Center staff and document it together with a diagram of the application boundary
which is also used for our architecture atlas and together with a so called counting log which
is a simple Word document giving important informations about special decisions concerning
the the FP counts [Bund02a].
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Indicators
In addition to the investigation of the formulae for prognosis we also investigated the FP
proportions and average function complexity of our FP counts and compared it, e.g., with the
International Software Benchmarking Standards Group (ISBSG) data. The ISBSG
(http://www.isbsg.org) publishes every year a collection of metrics. The actual Release 9 is
based on more than 3,000 projects worldwide. Since we did this research several times over
the past years, we now have at least three historical annual metrics of our own data for
comparison, as can be seen in tables 1 to 3, which will be discussed in the following.
Value Adjustment Factor

One of the first results of our data collection was the perception that the value adjustment
factor (VAF) of our counts is typically in the range of 0.73–1.22, with an average of 0.95 in
the 2001 data (0.93 in 1998), and an average of 0.94 for host and 0.96 for PC environment.
The average for migrations is 0.73. We have used this metrics as a rule of thumb for quality
assurance of our Function Point counts since 1998 [Eber04].
Fig. 4 shows as an example the comparison (Vergleich) of the 14 General System
Characteristics (Systemmerkmale) of the host applications (Bewertung = Value). The grey
bars show the range of the values for the differnet counts and the horizontal line inside the bar
shows the median.

Fig. 4: Comparison of the 14 General System Characteristics of Host Application Systems
[Bund04a]
Function Component Proportions

Table 1 shows the historic development of the function component proportions in AXA
Service AG. Of course, the first two years are not very representative. The figures from 1998
and 2001 are similar, which we take as an indicator for a stable environment. The division
into Host and PC development shows differences that should be carefully observed in future.
The domination of the EIs and EOs (61% together) seems to be the reason for the strong
correlation between IOs and the unadjusted FPs – the main result of this research.
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It can be seen that EOs dominate in AXA Service AG (39%) compared with the results
obtained by Morris and Desharnais [Morr96] (22%–24%), and the quick estimation mode of
Checkpoint for Windows (CKWIN), the estimation tool from SPR (Software Productivity
Research) in Burlington, MA, (20%), whereas ILFs are of minor importance (16% versus
24% and 43%, respectively). Because of this peculiarity one conclusion was not to use
CKWIN (EIF + ILF = 46% versus 23% in AXA Service AG) in Quick Estimate mode for the
estimation of FPs. The reason for the major importance of EOs may be that AXA Service AG
has many centralized management information systems. On the other hand side the reason for
the minor importance of the ILF’s may be that AXA Service AG has some large centralized
data bases which are widely referenced by almost all applications.
In 2000 we accomplished an error calculation with the 1998 data by using the percentage of
each component to calculate 100% from it and compared the result with the actual Function
Point count. Errors range from 37% (EOs) to 48% (EQs) [Bund00b]. Hence we do use the
percentages of the components only as a rule of thumb for the quality assurance of our
Function Point counts [Eber04]. Some figures from literature are added for comparison
(ISBSG Rel. 6 and an article from M. Morris and J.M. Desharnais in the metricviews
(IFPUG) in summer 1996).
2001
Platform
Total
Host
PC

Number of Application
Systems
78
69
9

ISBSG Rel. 6 238 New development projects

Checkpoint
for Windows

39
20
12
8

EIF

22
21
28

39
40
31

8
8
12

16
16
19

14
15
10

33.5

23.5

16

22

5

24

4–12

26–39 22–24 12–14

Metricviews
[Morr96]

History:
1998 Total
1996/97 Total
1997 Total
1996 Total

Percent of Function Points
EI
EO
EQ
ILF

20

24

10

43

3

25
27
18
34

39
39
43
35

14
11
12
11

17
18
18
18

6
5
9
2

Table 1: Function Component Proportions

Average Function Complexity

We used the Excel problem solver to calculate from the project register database the average
function complexity of the five components, i.e., how many FPs a “typical“ EI, EO, EQ, ILF
or EIF has in our environment. It is widely agreed that this measure is stable and can be used
as a rule of thumb for quick estimation of counts, since the components need not be classified
as low, average or high. SPR Function Points, e.g., use the average IFPUG classification for
Function Point estimation. We advise our project leaders to use our AXA typical average
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Function Points instead of the IFPUG’s since a comparison with the average IFPUG Function
Points (=SPR Function Points) show a lower error.
Table 2 shows that the average Function Point size increased over time, which may be caused
by growing complexity in the application development environment. In 1998 we tested the
applicability of the typical FPs for estimation purposes by multiplying it with the quantities of
the EIs, EOs, EQs, ILFs and EIs, respectively, and compared the results with the unadjusted
Function Points of the counts [Eber04]. The error was less than 26% [Bund02b]. For reason of
comparison the ISBSG Rel. 5 figures are also shown.

2001
Platform
Total
Host
PC
IFPUG
ISBSG

Number of application systems
78
69
9
Release 5
Release 5 Europe

Average Function Points
EI
EO
4.7
5.9
4.7
5.9
4.3
5.7
4
5
4.3
5.4
4.2
4.9

EQ
4.4
4.6
3.8
4
3.8
3.8

ILF
8.6
8.7
7.6
10
7.4
7.2

EIF
6.5
6.5
6.5
7
5.5
5.3

1998
Total
Host
PC

Number of application systems
39
28
11

EI
4.6
4.8
4.0

EO
5.7
5.7
5.7

EQ
4.3
4.5
3.9

ILF
8.2
8.5
7.3

EIF
6.1
6.2
5.4

1997
Total

Number of application systems
20

EI
4.6

EO
5.5

EQ
4.3

ILF
8.1

EIF
5.7

Table 2: Average Function Complexity
Function Point Ratios.

One would expect three inputs (add, change, delete) at least, one output and one EQ for the
maintenance of a file. The following results in table 3 show the averages in AXA Service AG
compared to ISBSG Rel. 5.
Ratios of Components.

There are remarkable differences between the before-mentioned expectations and also some
differences between the ratios in our application systems and the ISBSG findings [ISBS00,
ISBS02], as can be seen from table 3. Hence we can advise other organizations to better
develop their own metrics for better estimations. This know how can easily be gained by an
analysis of the Function Point counts, as shown here.
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AXA Service AG
2001
1998
Quantity
78
39
EI per ILF
2.6
2.7
EO per ILF
3.6
3.3
EQ per ILF
0.9
1.4
EIF per ILF
0.6
0.5
Ratios per input and ratios per output
78 Application Systems 2001
EO per EI
1.3
EQ per EI
0.3
ILF per EI
0.4
EIF per EI
0.2

1997
20
2.7
3.7
1.2
0.4
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ISBSG Rel. 5
Europe
Total
32
238
3.8
2.9
2.6
1.5
1.9
1.1
-

78 Application systems
EI per EO
EQ per EO
ILF per EO
EIF per EO

2001
0.7
0.3
0.3
0.2

Table 3: Ratios of Components
Ratios of Function Points per Component.

The ratios of Function Points per ILF, input and output were also calculated and are shown in
table 4.
78 AS
2001
78 AS
2001
78 AS
EI FPs per ILF 12.2
EO FPs per EI 8.0
EI FPs per EO
EO FPs per ILF 21.0
EQ FPs per EI 1.5
EQ FPs per EO
EQ FPs per ILF 4.0
ILF FPs per EI 3.3
ILF FPs per EO
EIF FPs per ILF 4.2
EIF FPs per EI 1.6
EIF FPs per EO
Table 4: Ratios of Functions Points per Component (AS = application systems)

2001
3.4
1.1
2.4
1.2

Regression Analysis
Regression analysis on our project register database was used to find correlations between the
number of components and the unadjusted Functions Points of the counts. We found later on a
verbal information that comparable regression analyses had been performed by Gaffney, J. E.
Jr.: [Gaff94].
The result of our research was that the sum of the quantities of EIs and EOs (IOs in our
terminology) is correlated with about R2≥0.95 (R≥0.97) to the total amount of FPs of a count
and can thus be used as a Rule of thumb for the prognosis of FPs when the FPs of EQs, ILFs
and EIFs are not known. Correlations were analysed with the lower and upper half of the data
(< 1,200; >1,800 FP’s ; resp.) and all counts (exept migrations, because they are built for
obsolesence and are batch - systems ). The correlation coefficients of different regression
analyses are shown in table 5 [Bund98b].
An interesting result was that the correlation was not as reliable (R2 mostly less than 0.9) for
other components as for data subsets of small, medium and large counts, and it was not better
with polynomial regression. Of course, the use of FPs instead of the IOs for the prognosis
gives a stronger correlation, but the higher effort for classification (low, average, high) of the
components instead of only counting the number of EIs and EOs is not adequate for the
higher precision. One should always keep in mind that estimation has to do with uncertainty
per se.
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R²
Quantitiy

R

FP´s unadjusted

< 1200 > 1800 all < 1200 > 1800
EI´s
0,28 0,11 0,77 0,30 0,51
EO´s
0,84 0,90 0,44
EQ´s
0,33 0,01 0,31
EI´s + EO´s
0,95 0,71 0,95 0,95 0,90
0,94
EI´s + EO´s + EQ´s
ILF´s
0,86 0,19 0,75 0,14 0,75
EIF´s
0,05 0,34 0,84
ILF´s + EIF´s
0,47 0,92 0,47

13 of 35

SPRFP´s

Quantitiy

all < 1200 > 1800 all < 1200
0,86
0,53
0,85
0,41
0,97 0,91 0,70 0,93 0,97
0,96
0,83
0,93
0,05
0,62

R²: Determinationcoefficient
R² ≥ 0,90 boldsurrounded

> 1800 all
0,33 0,88
0,92
0,57
0,84 0,97
0,97
0,44 0,87
0,22
0,69

FP´s unadjusted

SPRFP´s

< 1200 > 1800
0,55 0,71
0,95 0,66
0,10 0,56
0,97 0,95
0,37
0,58
0,96

all < 1200 > 1800 all
0,93
0,92
0,64
0,98 0,95 0,84 0,96
0,98
0,87 0,91
0,92 0,22
0,69 0,79

R: probability for correlation

Table 5: Correlation Coefficients

Prognosis Formulae
The 1998 data were analyzed independently by Noel [Noel98] in a joint research with the
Software Engineering Management Research Laboratory, Department Informatique,
Universite du Quebec a Montreal (UQAM), Canada, who obtained the same results. He
applied the same method to seven projects with COSMIC Full Function Points (FFPs), in
order to find a similar correlation for FFPs, but the sample seemed to be too small for reliable
results. He reported in his thesis an error margin of 20%. Table 6 gives a historical overview
of the prognosis formulae of AXA Service AG.
Error in%

Formula for Prognosis

Total
Host
PC

Number of R2
counts
78
0.9483
69
0.9498
9
0.9503

13
12
21

FP = 7.8 * IO + 43
FP = 7.9 * IO + 40
FP = 6.4 * IO + 172

1998
Host
PC

39
28
11

0.9589
0.9580
0.9760

20

FP = 7.6 * IO + 50
FP = 7.9 * IO + 11
FP = 6.5 * IO + 134

1997

20

0.9525

13 (Median FP = 7.3 * IO + 56
11)

2001

Table 6: Prognosis Formulae
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Fig. 5 visualizes the regression analysis result for all counts.

FP's unadjusted

TOTAL
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

y = 7,7905x + 43,499
2
R = 0,9483

0

200

400

600

800

1000

IO

Fig. 5: Regression Analysis Example
The error margins were analysed by using only the quantity of EI’s an EO’s ( summarized,
=IO’s in our diction ) for each count, computing it with the regression formula and determing
the difference between this computation and the counted FP’s.
Our findings compared with those from other organizations show that such data collections
can be used to find heuristic solutions for FP - Prognosis, either using Function Point
proportions („typical FP’s“), function ratios or regression formulae. But there is evidence that
different environments demand for according solutions. Hence each organization should
develop its own know-body of heuristic solutions and should distingnish between different
development platforms etc. when doing so.

Tool based Estimation
A science is as mature as its tools for measurement. (Louis Pasteur)
No method will be commonly used if it is not supported by tools. Hence the usage of
measurement and estimation tools is in any case a valuable investment, albeit the benefit
might not be quantifiable. Nevertheless a warning ahead:
“A fool with a tool remains a fool.”
This bonmot reminds us that information about and training in estimation is a prerequisite
before a tool can be used with benefit. The first discovery in trainings is mostly that the tool
doesn’t perform the intellectual work. This is much the same with estimation as with planning
tools since project leaders have to evaluate estimation parameters as well as as they must plan
the work breakdown structure of their projects before they can give it as input in a tool.
Tools used without appropriate knowledge deliver non-usable results. Especially estimation
tools afford careful customization and critical reflection of the estimation parameters since
estimation has to do with uncertainty per se. Estimation results with decimal points produce
illusions of a not existing accuracy and let the user feel in a treacherous safety.
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The results of the tool can only be as good as the informations available and used for the
estimation with the tool. For this reason estimations with tools should also be performed in
different ways for plausibilization. When we discover differences in this estimations the
benefit will usually be important learning effects about the object of estimation, prerequisites
of the estimation, the environment or process of estimation as well as about the evaluation of
the estimation parameters. This may give valuable hints for project risk assessment, too.

The Benefits of Estimation Tools
The beneficial aspects of estimation tools are manifold. They can help the project leader to do
his work efficient and they have strategic benefits for the organization as well:
-

earlier (toolbased and hense more actual) documentation
transparency and evidence
standardization
mastering complexity

This fosters the common use of estimation methods. Common use of a method is a major key
success factor for its acceptance.
Estimation tools provide operative benefits for the project leader by supporting his plans
regarding the
-

project size
development tasks
project complexity (work b reakdown structure)
resource management
time schedules and milestones
simulation of alternatives

Hence some estimation tools offer interfaces to project management tools (as e.g.
KnowledgePLAN to MS Project). Thus estimation tools support quicker and more efficient
planning. And they assist in gaining overview when using many parameters for estimations.
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Figure 6 shows the priciple of tool based estimations.
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Fig. 6: The Principle of Toolbased Estimations
The major benefits (time saving, quality and efficiency improvement) are thus harvested
project by project over time and summon up accordingly in an organization. Besides this there
emerge beneficial side effects, as e.g. improved acceptance or improved transparency,
standardization and a culture for estimation.
The practical benefits of estimation tools are:
-

reduced time for planning (time to market)
improved planning results (no extra costs because of delays)
efficient project management, improved user acceptance and no project failures
improved software development, less maintenance effort
transparency in management of many informations

To harvest the full benefit one has to follow strictly the method which underlies the estimation
tool and one has to collect enough historical data of project sizes.

Estimation Tools
A method without tool support has only a little chance for survival. Hence the experiences of
the author are based on the personal (good) experiences with the dedicated tools used in the
own organization. Nevertheless this experiences can be transferred to any other estimation
tool.
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Estimation tools are used in following six steps [Jone02a]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

measurement of project size
selection of project tasks (work breakdown strucgture, WBS)
plannning of resources
estimation of effort
estimation of costs
time planning

They commonly use two strategies:
1. Micro estimation (bottom up)
2. Macro estimation (top down)
Micro estimation aggregates the partial estimations for the project tasks. Hence this kind of
estimation is more complex as macro estimation. The benefit is that errors impact only single
tasks. Since the estimations can comprise any detailed project task this kind of estimation is
the more precise one of the strategies.
Macro estimation is used for the estimation of large projects. The estimated effort or duration
is distributed to the project phases. Hence macro estimation is easier done but errors impact
all phases of the project. The benficial use of macro estimation is thus best for quick and early
estimations [ISBS99].
Estimation tools use 3 fundamental relationships:
1. Assignment scope: This is the amount of work (size) a person is responsible for.
2. Production rate: This is the amount of work (size) a person can accomplish in a given
time.
3. Duration: This is the effort for a task divided by the number of persons assigned to it.
This relationships are normally used in estimation tools in the following sequence in
estimation equations:
1. Size divided by assignment scope delivers the number of the required persons.
2. Size divided by production rate delivers the effort.
3. Effort divided by the number of persons delivers the duration.
This equations are simple constructions but complicated in handling since assignment scope
and production rate are often not known precise enough for the delivery of usable results. The
value of an estimation tool thus depends on it’s flexibility to consider different estimation
parameters. [Jone02a]
A prerequisite for tool acceptance is its calibration to company standards (customizing). Most
important is the establishment of the time accounting, e.g. how many working hours a person
day, person month and person year comprises (considering holidays and average absence days
etc.). A common rule is that a person is available for effective project work on only 75% of its
presence due to holidays, sickness, general meetings, trainings etc.
Best for comparisons is a time accounting based on person hours, since this avoids the
incomparability of person months or person years and thus allows unlimited benchmarking.
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On international benchmarks within an organization it was found e.g., that the Japanese
branch reported figures with 120 hours per person month without counting the work overtime.
Such differences are torpedoing every learning effect of comparisons with estimations from
other organizations.
Other standards to be customized may include deliverables and tasks as well as
documentation and quality requirements. Some tools support this standards delivering the
opportunity to develop company own estimation portfolios and templates (see according
chapter following pages).
Simulations for Estimation

Simulations with estimation tools provide very useful data for the analysis of influences of
single estimation parameters (estimation metrics, quality metrics, duration, effort) and thus
help to identify the critical success factors for different goals. The estimation Tool Checkpoint
for Windows (CKWIN)/KnowledgePLAN from SPR e.g., contains a sensitivity analysis
delivering a hit list of criteria that can be used for improvement measures. Questions thus as
how project duration can be reduced by reduction of requirements creep and project
complexity can be investigated.
Hence the concrete goal for the simulations is to find out the most effective parameters
affecting project duration using the estimation of a typical IT project. The following steps
were chosen in the simulation project.
We once performed simulations of a finished project in order to find out the parameters which
fit best for shorter project duration. This task was performed for gaining knowledge for
further projects. We started the project simulation with the sensitivity analysis in order to see
the parameters that have the greatest influence on project duration. With the sensitivity
analysis Checkpoint showed the 16 strongest parameters for the four project goals: duration,
effort, productivity and quality. Hence we got a hit list of parameters mostly influencing the
matching goal, independent of the actual parameter value. For our investigations only the goal
project duration was of relevance.
Next this parameters were improved successively by about one unit at a time, documented in
tables and reset afterwards. When modifying the parameters, according to the hit list of the
sensitivity analysis we found that 3 of the 16 parameters could not be used for shorter
durations since they had the best value from the start on.
The hit list of parameters is sorted in decreasing order. The first parameter has the most effect
for shorter duration. The last parameter astonishingly delivered a three-day longer duration for
some reason. The next step was the summation of the parameters, followed by step-by-step
improvement to the best value. All simulations were documented in analog tables.
The simulations proceeded with an alternative for the improvement of an IT project with the
report on weaknesses. In this case the weaknesses are the parameters with values worse then
the average. Again, these parameters were modified step-by-step and in sum.
The simulations clearly demonstrated that there are a large number of ways to finish projects
earlier. But not all parameters can be influenced by senior managers, project mangers or the
project team, as e.g., the involvement of the users. Based on the modification of only one
parameter, the project duration could have been improved by 33% with equal quality and
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more staff (138 people instead of 86). Obviously we would not recommend to do this in full
extreme, but the result can be used to proceed a bit in this direction.
The lesson learned is that tools should be used more frequently for simulations. This rule is
also valid for project planning tools. We found in daily project life that this rule is almost
neglected by project leaders, leaving them without an essential aid for project
survival[Eber04].
Precision of Tool Based Estimations

Interesting is a comparison of the precision of such tools which was performed by C.F:
Kemerer at the University of Calgary [Keme93]. In this comparison ESTIMACS (FP-based)
showed an average error of 85%, COCOMO (LOC-based) 601% and SLIM (LOC-based)
701% for estimations in early software life cycle. An insurance company in Philadelphia
compared esgtimations with CKWIN(KnowledePLAN and S.M.A.R.T. Predictor of DDB
Software Inc. and found a variance of less than 7% for the estimated costs and effort. Both
results were also very close to the actual values at project post mortem.
The organizations Bachmann and Texas Instruments developed tools for automatic counts of
FPs. Such tools are regarded critically, since it cannot be guaranteed that the counts are
delivered from “user view”. Hence IFPUG found no software for automatic FP counts
according to the CPM (Counting Practises Manual). FP counting tools using code analysis
strictly follow the IT-technical view and not the user view. When code is already available the
counting of LOC should be a more reasonable choice. But this is a technical measure and not
a functional one.

Estimation Portfolios and Templates
One of the most important tasks for preservation of the organizational estimation know how is
the customizing of the estimation tool by the development of own estimated project portfolios
and templates in addition to the delivered basis of projects inherent in the tool. The tool
vendors normally are proud to publish the number of the inherent projects used for the
deliverance of the results, but never deliver the details, as e.g. the ISBSG does, selling the
database together with analysis tools.
Hence it is of vivid importance for an organization to group “equal” projects into a portfolio.
This is done based on the idea, that projects of similar kind will also show similar behaviour
and thus can be estimated in the same manner (with similar estimation parameters).
Checkpoint/KnowledgePLAN e.g. delivers the functionality to group projects into a portfolio
in order to compare other projects with this portfolio (the average of the projects in that
portfolio). A next step is to extract an estimation template from such a portfolio in order to
use this template for the estimation of further projects. Such a template is like an own
database of the estimation tool.
Now, what are similar projects or asked in another manner: which projects should be put
together in a portfolio? Looking into the literature you’ll find a lot of project characteristics
which can be candidates for categorizations, e.g.:
-

kind of development
o new program development
o enhancement
o migrations
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o project post mortems
-

platform
o batch systems
o PC systems
o Client/Server systems
o Data warehouse applications
o OO systems
o web applications

We used the kind of development and the platform as categorizations and grouped the
projects according to size (small, medium, large). A prerequisite was to find out all the
projects of a common category. Our tool, Checkpoint for Windows, was not much help in
finding out which projects fit together in one portfolio, since it just showed each project.
Hence we developed a tool which extracted the estimated projects from Checkpoint and
imported it into an MS Access database (CKWIN Reader/Writer). Here we could see the
projects according to the categories and thus evaluate which projects should be taken into a
portfolio. This was an important enhancement to our estimation tool, since from then on we
had our own templates for estimation.
Figures 8 to 12 give an overview from our tool CKWIN Reader/Writer of some of the
categories, showing estimation parameters of e.g., kind of development and platform with
productivity, quality, staff. All figures show in the first 4 columns the project scope (ProjektArt: new program development, enhancement, maintenance), the platform (host, PC, C/S,
DW), the Project short name and the start date of the project.
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Just for better understanding the Checkpoint for Windows estimation results “View Totals”
screen is shown in Fig. 7

Fig. 7: Checkpoint for Windows “View Totals”
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Fig. 8 shows all 10 project post mortems in our project database in CKWIN with the
estimation figures of the CKWIN assessment estimation:
-

person hours,
Function Points, environment (Umwelt),
assessment index (Index: refers to all attribute questions in personnel, process,
technology, environment sections),
personnel,
process,
technology,
benefit (Nutzen),
risk.

This CKWIN figures range from 1 to 5 with the database average of 3,0. Thus figures above
3,0 are better than the average and larger ones show worse results.
There are 5 PC New Development
and 4 Host Enhancement project post mortems,
the PC projects having sizes of 281, 736, 3,335 and 546, 395 Function Points.
The Host projects have 3,047 and 1,249 and 1,464 and 712 Function Points respectively.

Fig. 8: Project Post Mortems
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Fig. 9 shows all templates (the estimation figures of CKWIN are 0 since this are templates to
be used for start of an estimation).
There are 6 New Program Development
and 5 Enhancement Templates,
9 for Host (4 New Program Developments)
and each 2 for PC and C/S environment.

Fig. 9: Templates
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Fig. 10 shows all 13 new program development projects on PC platform with the estimation
figures of the CKWIN productivity estimation parameters:
-

person hours,
Function Points,
productivity (Function Points per person day),
speed of delivery (Geschwindigkeit: Function Points per scheduled day),
scheduled hours (Aufwand) and
programming language.

Fig. 10: New Program Development PC – Productivity Parameters
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Fig. 11 shows the same project like Fig. 10 but this time with the estmation figures of the
CKWIN quality estimation parameters:
-

person hours,
Function Points, defects per Function Point (Fehler/FP),
total defect removal efficiency in % (Fehlerentfernungsrate),
delivered defects (ausgelieferte Fehler).

Fig. 11: New Program Development PC – Quality Parameters
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Fig. 12 shows the first part of the 21 enhancement projects on host platform with the
estmation figures of the CKWIN staff estimation parameters:
-

person hours,
Function Points,
IT-effort (IT-Aufwand),
number of end users,
development and user involvement (Projekt-MA: number of developers and users),
productivity (Function Points per person day),
number of maintenance staff (Wartungs-MA),
number of enhancement staff (WE-MA).

Fig. 12: Enhancement Host – Staff Parameters
Since the time during which we use this tool we can easily discuss with the project leader
which project or template we should use for the estimation of his projects. This is a valuable
aid since they often come with the notion of “my projects is one half (or one third) of project
x”. The overview also supports the acceptance of the tool based estimations since the project
leaders see, that there is some know how present and that the others used the help of tool
based estimation, too.

Benefits of Early Function Point Prognosis for Early Project
Estimation
In the first part of this chapter the benfits of the Function Point method will be shown in order
to deliver counter arguments against the widespread killer phrases which one encounters in
many organizations. In the then following three parts about the benefits of early Function
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Points and early project estimations as well as lessons learned the according informations
from the previous chapters are summarized.

Benefits of the FPM
The usage of the FPM can easily be understood, learned and practiced. These are valuable
factors considering the fact that counts will be audited and accepted in quality assurance
measures and views. On the other hand FP’s define the application systems objectively from
user view and do this consistently with the perception of the users for their functionality and
in their own language. The whole project team is thus forced to model the application system
from user view. The functional elementary processes map the business requirements
(bussiness processes) accordingly. This leads definitely to better designs and to better chances
for controlling during project progress.
When the FPM is performed together with the endusers they will be motivated for teamwork
and engagement. Hence their acceptance of the whole project can be improved. This is a very
important project success criterion.
Nevertheless there exist a lot of prejudices against Function Points. They are mostly based on
the assumptions of the project leaders who fear to become measurable and comparable
regarding their productivity as well as transparent regarding their estimations. In this cases the
management must deal with their fears and commit to measure projects and not persons. On
the other hand there exist concrete concerns because of widespread killer phrases, which can
be discussed by counter arguments, as shown in Fig. 13.

Function Points are disliked, since ...
PREJUDICE
... they are developed by
teoreticians and not
practically usable.
... They produce
administrative overhead.

... They are not usable for
object oriented application
development.

COUNTER ARGUMENT

☺ Originally developed by A.
Albrecht in a project for the
development of system software.

☺ The effort is compared to the
benefit and the whole project
effort neglieably low.

☺ FP‘s are a meta-model, they
allow a mapping of the
requirements, no matter in which
description.

Fig. 13: Function Points are disliked
The principal benefit of Function Points is that they are independent from the development
environment as well as from the developers. By consequent usage of the IFPUG Function
Point Method and careful documentation of the counts the organization gets project portfolio
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wide consistent data about the size of already developed as well as to be developed
applications. This informations are not only a solid basis for professional estimations of the
required effort but also a necessary prerequisite for inter-organizational benchmarking based
on this international standard.
The knowledge of project size can help software developers to decide which functionality
may be left out in order to reach milestones. Function Points thus can be used to calculate
different scenarios and plan releases. They bring both sides, users and developers,
transparency and a commen understandig.
Fig. 14 shows the different possible areas of application of measured FP’s in the software
engineering process as well as in project management.

Measurable
Specifications

Decisions for
Investments-,
Choice of
Deliverers

Requirements
Creep
Measurement

Functional
Size
Bilancial
Evaluation of
Software

Effort
Estimations
Contract
Management

Benchmarking

Measurement
of Productivity
and Process
Improvement

Measurement
of Actual Data

Fig. 14: Usability of Function Points
Function Points support easier and improved estimation as well as ease of work and
improvement of quality, since business cases for enhancement tasks and projects can be
declared without misunderstandings, test cases are easily deductible and productivity
improvements measurable. Besides that proper documentation of counts in a tool allows easy
measurement of small enhancements with one mouse click.
There are many benefits of Function Points:
- FP’s as input for estimation and project management
- FP’s as basis for project planning and architectural considerations
- FP’s as basis for project structuring and release planning
- FP’s as basic metrics for quality planning and management reviews
- FPM for implicit control of requirements (completeness and misunderstanding) and
hence for quality improvement
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FPM for design of test cases and estimation of test effort and improved planning of the
test phase
FPM delivers metrics for stability and reliability
FP’s as basis for benchmarking and risk studies
FPM for user oriented documentation of the applications
FP’s for measurement of the requirements creep
FP’s for measurement of productivity and quality

FP’s support reuse in application development through early and unique representation of
business cases for estimation at project start, for proposals, for project effort estimations, for
test case definition, for enhancement projects, for project changes and for documentation.
Fig. 15 describes the benefits of the Function Point method in an overview.
Effort
Estimation
Safeguard Investments
and Decisions

Usable for Specification,
Development and
Maintenance

Benefits
Benefitsof
of
Function
FunctionPoints
Points

Derivation of
Test Cases

Unique Documentation
of User Requirements
Elaboration of
Prerequisites for
Benchmarking
Common Language for
IT and End Users

Fig. 15: Benefits of the Function Point method
The knowledge of project size is a decision aid for functionality that can be left out in order to
reach the milestones of the project. With FP’s thus several scenarios can be calculated and
release planning can be performed. FP’s thus bring both partners of development contracts
transparency and common understanding.
Thus Function Points can also be used for contract metrics:
- costs per delivered FP for new development or enhancement
- fixed price for a fixed number of FP’s
- fixed price for maintenance of a portfolio of a FP measured size
- different prices if proposed sizes come not up to the estimate or exceed it
- for process improvements (targets for bonusses e.g.)
o a certain number of FP’s for one hour of new development or enhancement
o cost per FP for one hour of new development or enhancement
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o a certain number of FP’s per FTE for the maintenance of an application system
o a certain number of errors per FP
Generally contracts should comprise also following topics (besides all usual themes):
- number of Function Points (functional size)
- different measures for less or more Function Points
- estimated costs, effort, staff and its qualification and dates of availability
- tracking of project progress and measures in case of delay
Another interesting usage of Function Points is the comparison of prices when buying COTS
software (COTS = Commercial off-the-shelf) as well as for contract development. Due to
Capers Jones [Jone02b] this is increasingly done in the USA. Fig. 16 shows the principles of
the usage.
With the price per Function Point one is able to discuss the contracts with the partners.
Capers Jones [Jone02b] reports that usual standard software like spreadsheets can be bought
for $ 0.25 per Function Point. More specialized niche packages can cost in the range of $ 10
to $ 300 per Function Point. Software development costs can run from less than $ 200 for
small end user applications to more than $ 5,000 per Function Point for large military and
defense applications. This prices can be compared with software development costs of $ 1,500
in Western Europe as well as $ 350 per Function Point in Eastern Europe.
Function Points are also used to solve disputes between contractors. Capers Jones [Jone02b]
reports that Function Point metrics have probably been used in at least 15 breach-of-contract
cases and 10 tax cases in the United States and that both civilian and military cases have used
it.

Function-Point-Counting
for Make or Buy Decision
Standardsoftware

Contract Development

Comparison of
Products via
Size in FP

Comparison of
Contractors via Price
in Dollar/FP

Make or Buy Decision via Size and Price

Fig. 16: Function Points for Contract Metrics
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Last but not least there is must be considered and calculated that the effort for planning and
performing as well as for the documentation of Function Point counts is always negligeable
compared to the enormous benefits.

Benefits of early Function Points
In this chapter some of the before mentioned results of the exploration of measured data are
summarized with the focus on the early usage of estimated Function Points.
Early collection of the informations about interfaces and parts of the project and documention
of it together with a diagram of the application boundary which is also used for our
architecture atlas is a prerequisite for early Function Point prognosis. Together with a so
called counting log which is a simple Word document giving important informations about
special decisions concerning the the FP counts a valuable overview about metrics for software
measurement can thus be achieved. In general this might be reference numbers (key figures)
for quality assurance (percentages,…).
Another well known side effect of careful measurement and documentation of the Function
Point counts is the higher quality of the requirements documents afterwards, since they are
used, checked and have to be revised. Often they are not available or not actual at the start of
Function Point counting and thus have to be revised. This leads also to a higher quality and
efficiency in software development, a beneficial side effect of Function Point counting.
With the available details one can calculate with the Excel problem solver e.g., the average
function complexity of the five components, i.e., how many FPs a “typical“ EI, EO, EQ, ILF
or EIF has in the actual environment. It is widely agreed that this measure is stable and can be
used as a rule of thumb for quick estimation of counts, since the components need not be
classified as low, average or high. SPR Function Points, e.g., use the average IFPUG
classification for Function Point estimation. But it is always better to use the own typical
average Function Points instead of the IFPUG’s since mostly there will be differences.
In 1998 we tested the applicability of the typical FPs for estimation purposes by multiplying it
with the quantities of the EIs, EOs, EQs, ILFs and EIs, respectively, and compared the results
with the unadjusted Function Points of the counts[Eber04]. The error was less than 26%
[Bund02b].
One of the first results of our data collection was the perception that the value adjustment
factor (VAF) of our counts is typically in the range of 0.73–1.22, with an average of 0.95 in
the 2001 data (0.93 in 1998), and an average of 0.94 for host and 0.96 for PC environment.
The average for migrations is 0.73. We have used this metrics as a rule of thumb for quality
assurance of our Function Point counts since 1998 [Eber04].
Another experience learned was that the average Function Point size increased over time,
which may be caused by growing complexity in the application development environment.
Such results can only be gained by continual recoding and examination of the measured data
during a time range.
Our findings compared with those from other organizations show that such data collections
can be used to find heuristic solutions for FP - Prognosis, either using Function Point
proportions („typical FP’s“), function ratios or regression formulae. But there is evidence that
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different environments demand for according solutions. Hence each organization should
develop its own know-body of heuristic solutions and should distingnish between different
development platforms etc. when doing so.

Benefits of early Project Estimation
In this chapter some of the before mentioned results of the usage of our Function Point
Prognosis are summarized with the focus on the early estimation of projects.
There is a demanding business need for early estimations. One of the most influential
parameters of estimation is the size, e.g., Function Points. Thus FP prognoses or FP
approximations practically proved to be helpful aids for early estimations. Centrally collected
informations about FP counts allow research that can deliver useful metrics for quality
assurance, estimation and benchmarking. Hence the measurement of software size is the most
important parameter of estimation. We heard from other organizations that they did similar
research. There is strong evidence that different environments will lead to other results, hence
each organization should develop its own heuristic solutions. Standards for the distribution of
the estimated effort to the project phases can be used to develop an organization specific
percentage method for estimation.
As we have shown before, our project leaders are able to deliver a profound and well
documented tool- and measurement based estimation before the start of their projects. In some
cases we used this for project portfolio decisions during portfolio planning for the next year.
As well as in alike other early estimations we could do the estimation within half a day,
documented in our estimation tool and in a so called estimation log – a plain word document
reporting about the suggestions we made and about the way how we proceeded during the
estimation.
Project estimations are required as early as possible – not only from the contractors but also
from every project leader. Because of the importance of early estimation methods Meli and
Santillo [Meli99] published a comparative overview of Function Point estimation methods
that shows a valuable collection of worldwide efforts in this direction. Since Function Point
counts are based on the requirements documentation, so-called Function Point prognoses or
approximations proved in practice to be helpful to aid early estimations [Bund98b], [Bund99].
A method without tool support has only a little chance for survival. Hence the usage of
measurement and estimation tools is in any case a valuable investment, albeit the benefit
might not be quantifiable. The experiences of the author are based on the personal (good)
experiences with the dedicated tools used in the own organization. Nevertheless this
experiences can be transferred to any other estimation tool.
Tools used without appropriate knowledge deliver non-usable results. Especially estimation
tools afford careful customization and critical reflection of the estimation parameters since
estimation has to do with uncertainty per se. Estimation results with decimal points produce
illusions of a not existing accuracy and let the user feel in a treacherous safety. The results of
the tool can only be as good as the informations available and used for the estimation with the
tool. For this reason estimations with tools should also be performed in different ways for
plausibilization. When we discover differences in this estimations the benefit will usually be
important learning effects about the object of estimation, prerequisites of the estimation, the
environment or process of estimation as well as about the evaluation of the estimation
parameters. This may give valuable hints for project risk assessment, too.
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Some estimation tools offer interfaces to project management tools (as e.g. KnowledgePLAN
to MS Project). Thus estimation tools support quicker and more efficient planning. And they
assist in gaining overview when using many parameters for estimations.
The major benefits (time saving, quality and efficiency imporovement) are thus harvested
project by project over time and summon up accordingly in an organization. Besides this there
emerge beneficial side effects, as e.g. improved acceptance or improved transparency,
standardization and a culture for estimation.

Lessons Learned
In this chapter some of the before mentioned experiences of the usage of our Function Point
Prognosis and early estimation of projects are summarized.
Our experience shows, that the necessary information for such approximations can be gained
very early, at the beginning of a project (or, in stable environments, even before that) in
discussions with the project leader. In a few cases we used this Function Point Prognosis
about a year before project start. Of course, we added large percentages for each error,
uncertainty, early estimation and risk [Eber04]. This additions can easily sum up to 100 % at
this early stage of a project. This can be verified by the experience that failed projects often
costed more than twice the proposed price. Newspapers often headline such examples.

One obstacle hindering early estimations is the fact that empirical data are missing and that
estimation is done too early and seldom. Three important measures should always be
considered. First, the effort for measurement and estimation must be planned from the
beginning on as a project management task. Second, a method without tool support has only
little chances for survival. Third: size has to be measured before estimation.
One important experience is that the people in the organization need time to develop a culture
for measuring and estimation. We needed almost 8 years to complete the total counts of all 98
application systems (excluding Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) applications, e.g. SAP,
Peoplesoft) with a total of about 150,000 unadjusted Function Points (FPs). By this time
productivity measures were developed, and a baseline for annual productivity measurement
was completed. One year later a self developed metrics database was implemented and since
then effort, defects and FP’s were recorded every month for each development, enhancement
and maintenance tasks.
Expert estimations often deliver lower estimations than experienced based estimations.
Reasons for this underestimations are that estimators overestimate productivity and that high
efforts are not appreciated by managers, customers and sales departments. Hence estimations
often are political, which is a great obstacle for the development of a fair estimation culture.
Estimation conferences lead to an estimation that is accepted by all involved persons, which is
more objective than the above-mentioned average and hence can be better defended against
other opinions. The results may not differ very much, as we found in some cases.
Another benefit of the estimation conference is that the involved estimators gain awareness of
the uncertainties and possible risks of the IT project. Furthermore they all get the same
information. An estimation conference is a team-building experience. An estimation
conference also promotes the estimation culture in an organization, since it helps to solve
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acceptance problems by finding a consensus through discussions in a team. These benefits can
often be gained in only one estimation conference lasting not more than two hours!
Estimation is the basis of the economic benefit of projects, measured by cost benefit analysis,
Function Point Method and diverse estimation methods. If this project management tasks are
not performed professionally the project manger behaves gross negligent.
The same holds for the project management task documentation. Especially the measurement
of project size as basis for estimation is a review of the functional requirements. And it is a
prerequisite for the management of requirements creep as well. The documentation is
important for quantification in order to understand the system to be developed. Basic
experiences can be gained from good documentation and can be filled fron there into project
management manuals.
If it is not possible to measure functional size because of missing (existing, actual,
understandable) documentation or missing know how in the IT project then this is a sign that
the requirements analysis is not yet finished. Or it is an indicator showing that the IT project
has lost it’s overview (or is out of control) already at the start of the project. In this case the
project leader should better consider not to start the project [translated from Bund04a].
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